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Economic problems involving dynamic 
externalities 

p  Decisions in the current period influence the 
welfare of the agents in the future periods. 

p  EXAMPLES: Global environmental issues  
n  climate change 
n  management of international water resources 
n  loss of biodiversity 



     
“...the future brings no endowment of its own…          
       ... The intergenerational distribution of 

income or welfare depends on the provision 
that each generation makes for its 
successors.” 

 
Robert Solow, 1974  



Solution? 

p  Require cooperation by sovereign countries 
over a long time horizon, possibly involving 
multiple generations of decision-makers. 

Efficient resource allocations with global 
dynamic externalities  



Nature of the CC problem 
p  Global public good (bad) – 

total GHG stock is what 
matters 
n  Huge potential cost and effects 

worldwide 
n  Unilateral emission reduction 

favors all countries 
n  Sovereignty of nations 
      à Free-rider problem 

Buildup is slow to reverse itself.  
p  Dynamic externalities – GHGs accumulate and 

deplete slowly; effect of emission today can be felt 
into the distant future 
  (Static externalities are less pronounced) 



Motivation and features 
p  Games with dynamic externalities 

-  Current action of each player affects not only the players’ 
payoff this period but also the payoff level of the game that 
will be played tomorrow. 

p  Features of the game: 
n  Conflict of interest between short-term and dynamic 

payoff max 
n  Free-rider problem between concurrent decision-makers 

(as in the public goods and CPR settings) 
n  Inter-generational aspect – potential extra difficulties 



Research questions 
p  Research questions: 

n  Can dynamic efficiency be sustained without an explicit 
enforcement mechanism? 

n  How does a setting with long-lived (LL) agents compare 
with an inter-generational (IG) setting? 

n  Reasons for the differences between LL and IG  
settings? induced incentives only? 

n  Effect of social learning through history and advice 
from previous generations? 



Some earlier exper. studies 
p  Fischer et al (2004)  

n  Study altruistic restrain in common pool resource inter-
generational setting with dynamic externalities 

n  Report “optimistic free-riding” 

p  Chaudhuri et al (2006) 
n  Study social learning and norms in a public good setting 

with intergenerational advice 
n  Report that common knowledge of advice had a 

significant and positive effect on contributions 
p  Vespa (2011)  

n  Studies strategies in indefinite-horizon dynamic CPR 
settings  

n  Finds that incentives to cooperate vary depending on the 
exogenous rate of evolution of stock  



Our contribution 
p  Compare long-lived (LL) and intergenerational (IG) 

settings in a unified framework 
n  Decompose the observed differences  between LL and IG 

into those due to the differences in payoff incentives, and those 
due to one-person vs multi-person decision-making   

p  Model as an infinite-horizon dynamic game (more realistic 
than finite-horizon)  

p  Study social learning from history and advice, rather than 
learning from own past experiences;  
§  characteristic of many real-world situations  

 



p               (non-overlapping) generation of players, starts 
with g=1 

p  i = 1..N  - players  (countries) 
p  Each player’s payoff depends on the benefit from 

current activity and damage from the total emissions 
stock:                                 ,  

where d is the damage from stock 
p  Emissions stock for gen (g+1) depends on emissions by 

gen g 

p  Stock retention rate:  

p  First best solution: 

Model of Climate Change 
+∞≤G



Experimental Design 
p  Dynamic externalities only, no static  
p  Instead of choosing emission levels, subjects 

choose tokens, bounded [1,11]  
p  3-subject groups in each generation (“series”) 



Experimental Design 
p  Total group tokens in this 

series determine the payoff 
level in the next series  with 
higher group tokens leading 
to lower future payoffs.   

p  Series 1 starts at the first 
best steady state stock 

p  Extensive training before the 
actual play 



Experimental Design 
p  Each series is continued to the next series with 

probability ¾ 
p  At the end of a series, each subject sends an advice 

(suggested number of tokens and verbal advice) for the 
next series; can see previous advices and history 



Benchmark solutions 
p  Myopic Nash (MN): 7 tokens p/p  

n  Each generation ignores dynamic externalities, 
maximizes own payoff 

p  Constant Markov Perfect (MP): 6 tokens p/p 
n  A subgame perfect equilibrium of the dynamic game 

played by agents across generations 

p  First Best (FB): 4 tokens p/p 
n  A cooperative solution with discounting δ=3/4 

p  Sustainable (Sus): 3 tokens p/p 
n  A cooperative solution with no discounting 

(All are constant, independent of stock) 



Experimental Treatments 
p  Long-Lived (LL) agents (baseline) 

n  The same group of subjects makes decisions in all series 
n  Common in theoretical models of dynamic games; 
An idealistic setting with long-lived social planners who are 

motivated by long-term welfare  

p  Intergenerational “Selfish” (IS) 
n  Different groups of subjects make decisions in each series 
n  Subjects are paid based on own series payoffs only 
A more realistic setting with the countries’ decision-makers 

motivated mostly by their countries’ immediate welfare 

p  Intergenerational “Long-Sighted” (IL) 
n  Different groups of subjects make decisions in each series 
n  Subjects are paid based on own and all future series payoffs  
Social planners are short-lived, but are motivated by long-term 

welfare of their countries 



Experiments summary 
p  Computerized lab experiments with 162 UH students 

p  We conducted  Baseline Long-Lived (LL), 
Intergenerational Selfish (IS) and Intergenerational 
Long-Sighted (IL) treatments, with  
n  3-person groups in each series (generations)  
n  4-6 independent chains (dynamic games) for each 

treatment,  
n  4-9 series (generations) per chain 



Experimental Results 
 

Uncovering the differences between treatments 
 

p  Comparing actions with expectations, actions 
with advice 

p  Classification of advice by level and reason 



1. Actions, beliefs and advice by treatment 
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LL (Long-Lived) treatment: 
n  All groups were able to avoid myopic Nash solution and were 

converging to the First Best group tokens in actions and advice 

 



1. Actions, beliefs and advice by treatment 
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IS (Intergenerational Selfish) treatment: 
n  Group tokens and advice quickly increased to Markov Perfect 

levels -- just under the Myopic Nash 



1. Actions, beliefs and advice by treatment 
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IL (Intergenerational Long-Sighted) treatment exhibited 
mixed dynamics in between the FB and MP benchmarks 
 



1Actions, beliefs and advice by treatment 

p  On average, 
IS>IL>LL for choices, advice (and beliefs, starting from 

period 3)   
p-values: <0.01 for IS>LL; >0.10 for IL>LL (actions, 

beliefs, advice) 

p  Long-term convergence levels (asymptotes), 
actions: 
LL= 3.73 ~ FB (First-Best), p=0. 248 
IS= 6.16 ~ MP (Markov Perfect Eqm), p=0.434 
IL=5.11, FB<IL<MP 
 

Similar results for advice 
 

Based on the estimates of convergence levels, the difference between 
the treatments is significant in both actual decisions and advice 



Summary 1: Actions and advice levels 
p  LL (Long-Lived) treatment: 

n  All groups were able to avoid myopic Nash solution and were 
converging to the First Best group tokens in actions and advice 

p  IS (Intergenerational Selfish) treatment: 
n  Group tokens and advice quickly increased to Markov Perfect 

levels -- just under the Myopic Nash 

p  IL (Intergenerational Long-Sighted) treatment 
exhibited mixed dynamics in between the FB and MP 
benchmarks 

Based on the estimates of convergence levels, the 
difference between the treatments is significant in both 
actual decisions and advice 



2. Comparing actions with beliefs and advice 
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Summary 2: Comparing actions with 
beliefs and advice 

p  Expectations (beliefs) of others and own actions: 
n  LL: in most series, own actions are BELOW expectations of 

others 
n  IS: the actions and beliefs are the most consistent with 

each other under this treatment 
n  IL:  most actions are ABOVE expectations, indicating 

“optimistic free-riding” 
p  Own actions and advice: 

n  Actions are ABOVE advice under all treatments, but the 
difference is decreasing in time under LL and IS; not under 
IL 

Same phenomena are evident from the individual-level 
data 



Comparing actions with beliefs and advice – 
individuals  
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3. Advice by level and reason 
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 Treatment	   	  LL	   	  IS	   	  IL	  

No	  reason	  
specified	   0.62	   0.53	   0.43	  

Own	  long-‐
term	  interest	   0.21	   0.07	   0.31	  

Own	  short-‐
term	  interest	   0.01	   0.09	   0.02	  
Best	  for	  self	  
and	  others	   0.16	   0.32	   0.24	  

Total	   1.00	   1.00	   1.00	  



Distribution of advice given reason  
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Summary 3: Classification of verbal 
advice by reason 

p  “Own short-term interest” is hardly used as a reason, 
except in rare cases under IS 

p  “Own long-term interest” is the modal reason among 
advices under both LL and IL 

p  Given “own long-term interest” reason, 
n  Under LL, most participants advice FB actions: 4 

tor less tokens 
n  Under IL, most participants advice MP actions: 5-6 

tokens 
p  May the difference be explained by the uncertainly about 

the follower? 



Conclusions 
p  We obtain evidence that self-interested individuals 

can resolve dynamic social dilemmas when 
interacting in small groups over a long time horizon 
(LL Treatment) 

p  In an intergenerational setting without explicit 
motivation for caring for the future, (IS treatment), 
individual’s decisions are largely myopic 

p  The evidence from the intergenerational IL treatment 
with full motivation for caring about the future is 
mixed; social dilemmas are not fully resolved 

 
This suggests that international dynamic 

enforcement mechanisms (treaties) are necessary to 
control GHG emissions .  



Thank you! 

  
MAJAH-LEAH V. RAVAGO, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
E-mail: mvravago@econ.upd.edu.ph  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Advice from Baseline Chain 2 
Series Subject Advise

Series 1 1 6 as next token order
2 we started out really high this past one.  maybe we can go lower for the next trials.

3 Start with small orders and gradually order more for each subsequent trial.  The loss 
we take early will give us bigger payoffs in the later series.

Series 2 1 I agree with ID#3's advice on starting on smaller orders and gradually ordering more 
for each trial. I suffered from a loss in the beginning, but my payoffs increased as we 
went on. Let'

2 better, much better.  If we can keep it lower or about the same for next round then our 
payoff will be greater in the subsequent trials.

Series 3 1 Good, it seems to be getting better and better. Let's keep it at the same or even lower. 
Let's just not go greater

2 Hmm...the tokens were around the same ballpark.  Maybe keep it the same for one 
more series then start to push our luck and slowly increase in token counts.

3 Let's stay with this order one more round.  It gives us a good balance between payout 
and upping the payoff level for the next series.

Series 4 1 Payoff did increase, but I think we should increase our token rather than stay at 4. 
Let's try increasing it a bit 

2 I say slowly up the token count…
3 The benefit from 4 to 5 is only a 100 point difference (50 cents) so let's stay with 4.

Series 5 1 Let's just stay at 4...doesn't look like it's increasing by much. 4 would be the best 
token order. 4 everyone! 

2 ...I don't know what to say now.  We seem to be doing whats best.



Advice from IS Chain 4 
Series Subject Advise

Series 1 4 For me I try to choose the tokens which has the highest payoff.
5
6 the next set you should choose a low amount of tokens so your payoff level will increase.  In the long 

run, as the pay off level increases, you will have a higher payoff schedule.  I chose 4 because its not 
too low and not too high but just right.

Series 2 4 Do not choose a number beyond 6. Otherwise, our total payoff will decrease. 
5 The greatest payoff calculated against the results for the subsequent group is 6
6 for maxmin payoff for your series, but the payoff decreases for the later series

Series 3 4 Do not choose higher than 5.  Otherwise your optimal payoff will decrease.
5 keep it fairly low until later rounds
6 choose 7

Series 4 4 never go beyond 5 to save your future generations
5 for everyone's best
6 choose 6 b/c you make money plus earn more money in the following rounds.

Series 5 4 go between 6 and 8 tokens to gain max payoff and prediction bonus
5 for your own benefit, choose the maximal payoff, ie 7; the rest is not worth considering, it's just a 

diversion.
6 Get the most out of it NOW!



Advice from Baseline Cum 
Series Subject Advise
Series 1 1

2 let's all choose 3 so we will have a high payoff schedule next time!!!
3 Try to combat the gap between token order
4 start mid, then following trials we can decrease a bit and the longer the series the 

more we make.
5 order 7 tokens
6

Series 2 1 if each choose 5, we all will get higher payoff in next series

2 please don't order 6 or higher because we will go into negative and that's bad for 
everyone!

3 let's all choose 3 so we will have the high pay off next time
4 7 the longer the series the less we make, stick with 7 now
5 order 7 tokens, that works
6 6 as always

Series 3 1 if everyone orders 6, we all will get higher payoff for the next series

2 We should pick a number and all choose it so we get higher payoffs
3 each choose 5
4 stick with 7 and hope the trials end soon
5 7 is in the ball to stike
6 continue the agreement

Series 4 1 i am sure, 6 is the best for everyone

2 If you pick more than 5 in the first round I'll increase mine too! So please all pick 
5!!

3 one number
4 onward and upward the rewards keep shrinking
5 7 again. Hope it ends by now and the series 1 is selected !!! 
6



Advice from IL Cum 
Series Subject Advise
Series 1 1 Don't order the number of token that'll maximize your own profit because that will 

diminish the amount later series can obtain.  Remember that the second part of 
the payment from this experiment comes from the cumulative payoff from all the 
series.

2 Please take my advice
3 6
4 Pick a number that is on the lower bound of the number of tokens.  
5 high total payoff
6 lucky "7", haha!! good luck !!!! I haven't found other numbers which can equal 

the same payoff rate as 7.
Series 2 1 Go as low as you can without going negative, you keep some profit AND you 

raise the payoff level which gives us all higher future proft, and hooks us all up 
with more money

2 order less(1 to 4) token so the payoff lvl increases overtime
3 between 4 and 6 for highest earnings later on
4 try 7
5 initially order low tokens to raise the payoff for future series
6

Series 4 1 keep your choice low because the payoff increases in the next series. also 
expect the group's sum is low like between 6-9

2 try between 6-7
3 between 3-6
4 middle of the road, keep payout high
8 Think of others and everyone wins. To win, everyone needs to choose 1. Higher 

payoff (see A1). E78 most people think only of what they will get.  Don't forget the 
outcomes of future trials also determines our payoff. Good luck.



Decision Screen 



Trial Results Screen 



Series Results Screen 



Waiting Screen with Advice 



Advice from Previous Series 


